PET and MRI based RT treatment planning: Handling uncertainties.
Imaging provides the basis for radiotherapy. Multi-modality images are used for target delineation (primary tumor and nodes, boost volume) and organs at risk, treatment guidance, outcome prediction, and treatment assessment. Next to anatomical information, more and more functional imaging is being used. The current paper provides a brief overview of the different applications of imaging techniques used in the radiotherapy process, focusing on uncertainties and QA. The paper mainly focuses on PET and MRI, but also provides a short discussion on DCE-CT. A close collaboration between radiology, nuclear medicine and radiotherapy departments provides the key to improve the quality of radiotherapy. Jointly developed imaging protocols (RT position setup, immobilization tools, lasers, flat table…), and QA programs are mandatory. For PET, suitable windowing in consultation with a Nuclear Medicine Physician is crucial (differentiation benign/malignant lesions, artifacts…). A basic knowledge of MRI sequences is required, in such a way that geometrical distortions are easily recognized by all members the RT and RT physics team. If this is not the case, then the radiologist should be introduced systematically in the delineation process and multidisciplinary meetings need to be organized regularly. For each image modality and each image registration process, the associated uncertainties need to be determined and integrated in the PTV margin. When using functional information for dose painting, response assessment or outcome prediction, collaboration between the different departments is even more important. Limitations of imaging based biomarkers (specificity, sensitivity) should be known.